
 
 

Derek Potts named 2013 Top Rated Lawyer in Mass Torts 

 

Potts Law founding partner, Derek Potts, has just been named to the 2013 Top rated Lawyers in 

Mass Torts 

 

Kansas City, Missouri (May 9, 2013): Derek Potts, founding partner of Potts Law Firm, LLP, has 

been named among the 2013 Top Rated Lawyers in Mass Torts by American Lawyer Media and 

Martindale- Hubbell.  In addition he has achieved the AV Preeminent Peer Review Rating, 

which is the highest rating available to lawyers for legal ability and professional ethics.   

 

Since founding the Potts Law Firm in 2002, Derek Potts has risen through the ranks to become 

one of the top mass tort and complex litigators in the United States. With offices located in 

Kansas City, Houston, Little Rock and Albuqurque, The Potts Law Firm handles and leads mass 

tort litigations around the country including being Plaintiffs’ Liaison Counsel/Co Lead Counsel 

of the Mentor OB Tape MDL located in Columbus, Georgia, Plaintiffs’ Co Lead Counsel of the 

Bard Pelvic Mesh MDL located in Charleston, West Virginia, and member of the Plaintiffs’ 

Steering Committee for the Kugel Mesh MDL located in Providence, Rhode Island. 

The Firm is also a pioneer in environmental litigation, currently representing several 

consolidated actions of homeowners affected by the environmental destruction caused by 

Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) in New Mexico. 

 

About Potts Law: 

Founded in 2002 by Derek Potts, The Potts Law Firm is committed to aggressively representing 

those who have been wronged by the negligence, misconduct, or fraud of others from coast to 

coast. 

The firm is composed of outstanding trial attorneys with decades of trial experience which they 

put to use for every client of the firm. Since most clients which they represent have complex 

injuries and legal problems, they strive to provide a team approach to every case with multiple 

lawyers and staff members focused on each case. 
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